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Landmark Agriculture Bill to deliver a Green Brexit

Said by many to be the shake up that's needed in order to get the countryside
back into a healthy and viable state once again.

Michael Gove sets out major post-Brexit policy to invest in the environment and take
back control for farmers after almost 50 years under EU rules

Legislation to deliver a cleaner and healthier environment for future generations after
nearly half a century under EU rules is being introduced into Parliament today (12
September).
The Agriculture Bill sets out how farmers and land managers will in future be paid for
“public goods”, such as better air and water quality, improved soil health, higher animal
welfare standards, public access to the countryside and measures to reduce flooding.
This will replace the current subsidy system of Direct Payments, which is ineffective and
pays farmers based on the total amount of land farmed. These payments are skewed
towards the largest landowners and are not linked to any specific public benefits. The
top 10% of recipients currently receive almost 50% of total payments, while the bottom
20% receive just 2%.
In its place, a new Environmental Land Management system will start from next year.
The government will work together with farmers to design, develop and trial the new
approach. Under the new system, farmers and land managers who provide the greatest
environmental benefits will secure the largest rewards, laying the foundations for a
Green Brexit. The Bill will also be underpinned by measures to increase productivity and
invest in (R&D).
For example, there will be funding available for farmers to come together to develop and
get the research projects that they want and need, whether that be on soil health or
sustainable livestock farming. This will lead to practical gains for farmers that help them
become more profitable and reduce their environmental footprint. The government will
also be able to make payments during the seven year transition period for farmers to
invest in new technologies and methods that boost productivity.
Environment Secretary Michael Gove said: “The introduction of the Agriculture Bill is an
historic moment as we leave the EU and move towards a brighter future for farming.
“After nearly 50 years of being tied to burdensome and outdated EU rules, we have an
opportunity to deliver a Green Brexit.
“This Bill will allow us to reward farmers who protect our environment, leaving the
countryside in a cleaner, greener and healthier state for future generations. “Critically,
we will also provide the smooth and gradual transition that farmers and land managers
need to plan ahead.” Farmers will be supported over a seven year transition period as
we as leave the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).
For 2019, Direct Payments will be made on the same basis as now, subject to
simplifications where possible. Direct Payments for 2020 will also be made in much the
same way as now. Simplifications will be made as soon as possible, subject to the
terms of the overall Brexit implementation period. There will then be an agricultural
transition period in England between 2021 and 2027 as payments are gradually phased
out.

During consultation, there was a widespread support for applying reductions to Direct
Payments more widely. All farmers will therefore see some reduction to their payments
from the start of the transition, although those who receive the highest payments will see
bigger reductions initially. This will free up funds to invest in public goods.
To help new entrants get into the sector and give farmers flexibility to plan for the future,
Direct Payments during the agricultural transition period up until 2027 will be “delinked”
from the requirement to farm the land.
These payments, which may be calculated according to money received in previous
years, can be used by farmers to invest in their business, diversify their activities or else
retire from farming and give way for new people to enter. The Bill also sets out how the
government will strengthen transparency in the supply chain to help farmers get a better
deal in the marketplace.
By collecting data from across the supply chain, the government will help food producers
strengthen their negotiating position at the farm gate and seek a fairer return.
The introduction of the Agriculture Bill now means that all the necessary measures will
be in place for the start of the agricultural transition in 2021, delivering a smooth
transition to the new domestic policy.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/landmark-agriculture-bill-to-deliver-a-green-brexit

Said by many to be the shake up that's needed in order to get the countryside
back into a healthy and viable state once again. Only time will tell of course.
We will no doubt all be assessing the way things are going. If it's the same tired
old kinda stuff we're all too familiar with we will be well able to observe it. And
likewise if things start to improve we will be seeing that too. All of this won't
come into play until the end of this year and so nothing will happen 'til after
then in any case.
Seeing is believing – No truer statement ever said.
If we ourselves see positive changes for the better after that date, or not, we will
certainly be reporting on them accordingly.
But whatever the outcome there will no doubt be some interesting times ahead.
Best not be popping any champaign corks just yet I think.

Some time ago now we announced there was to be a ban on slug pellets coming
in this July. Unfortunately this was overturned by the High Court.
Not sure what happened. The government could say they'd done the right thing
but then this ensued. Out of their hands. Who knows!
The company that brought this action was Chiltern Farm.
Please drop them a line, or two, or three.
chilternfarm@aol.com;

Ban the toxic pesticide atrazine!
https://secure.everyaction.com/4dyX3KFQQkaWNftOXRGuzg2

Major chemical company discontinues brain-damaging pesticide
https://earthjustice.org/features/what-you-need-to-know-about-chlorpyrifos

The Hapless Conservationist.
Some of the letters received concerning the other month's publication.
I looked at the article you sent and was surprised to see the photo of neatly planted
mangroves depicting a large mangrove restoration project in Bangladesh. The photo
narrative mentions this as a nature benefiting solution, but I want to mention that this is
not necessarily the case. Please see the attached documents that promote a more
nature-based solution than the "gardening method" depicted in the photo. As Jim wrote
in his e-mail, the photo depicted is even more troublesome than I originally thought, for it
shows this mangrove planting gaooening in a seagrass bed, which is quite crazy. This
shows the lack of understanding of those who implemented such a project of the very
nature of what constitutes a mangrove. I attach another article concerning the nature of
our planet;s inter-connected inter-tidal zones for your perusal!
The problem is that the great majority of these planting programs are planting one
species of mangrove, creating a mono culture plantation, not restoring a representative
mangrove ecosystem and its complex natural functions. In Asia, there could be 20-40
varrities of mangrove, yet these so-called restoration projects restore only one- the
rhizophora or red mangrove. While the majority of these restoration efforts fail, this
gardening approach is still unfortunately the preferred approach. We at MAP are
promoting CBEMR which is a best practices approach!
There are places, such as in China, where introduced varieties of mangroves are
planted en masse to form monoculture plantations. These can then become invasive
species affecting and dominating the native varieties along the whole coast, well beyond
the target plantation area, thus having a profound impact on the wider affected
ecosystem. We try to discourage such introductions. As well, we see the intended
monoculture of native species as seriously problematic. As I mentioned below, in Asia,
there can be many varieties of mangroves in a particular region, such as 20-40 varieties
in Indonesia or Thailando when only one of these is chosen for planting, this can cause
major lost opportunity in efforts to rehabilitate a damaged or degraded ecosystem, along
with all its original supportive ecosystem functions.
Another issue with such images as the photo in your posting brings up is ecosystem
conversion, whereby in many mangrove planting programs the choice location for such
plantings are the mudflats and salt flats, based upon ease of planting and selection of
available sites. Thus, an important, functional coastal ecosystem is lost by the
conversion of such to a mangrove plantation. The mudflats provide many important
ecosystem services on their own, including vital habitat for shellfish, sand worms and
feeding grounds for migratory shorebirds. Added to the problems created by this habitat
conversion and loss is that many of these intended mangrove restoration projects fail
miserably because of planting the wrong varieties of seedlings in the wrong place or at
the wrong times. Especially now, with climate crisis and rising sea levels, the preferred
rhizophora varieties of mangroves are not faring well if planted in the lower levels of the
inter-tidal zones represented by the mudflats.

I provide some images of mangroves naturally recurring via our preferred method of
Community-Based Ecological Mangrove Restoration, as well as a poster that further
explains MAP's CBEMR approach to effective, long-term mangrove rehabilitation. I will
ask other MAP staff if they have additional photos to share with you. Please consider
posting an article on this subject!
Alfredo Quarto, MAP
Jim here with the Mangrove Action Project (MAP) in southern Thailand. Sorry it's late & I
don't time to read your paper right now. The top photo of mangrove planting on page 2
is clearly in a seagrass meadow which is defiantly the wrong place to plant and I could
guarantee these seedlings are likely all dead now. I would love to get that photo from
you if possible so we could use it for educational presentations. It's the best example
I've seen on where not to plant regarding seagrass. If the mangrove plants survived for
some strange reason they would destroy another very valuable ecosystem which is very
important for fisheries, dugongs, sea turtles etc...
These Rhizophora sp mangrove propagules are very large and store a lot of food
energy for the seeding to establish, so they will grow for a period of time in a stressful
zone before dying. One of the simple key lesson we teach is "If there are no natural
mangrove seedlings emerging on site then that is very likely to be the wrong site for
restoration". This very low tidal elevation site will remain wet for far too long, so the lack
of oxygen in these anaerobic conditions is the main factor why there are no natural
mangrove seedlings present. The mangrove tree line which you see to the right of the
photo is the natural boundary or limit to where mangrove will grow. Another lesson is to
observe natural and duplicate it by using a natural mangrove forest as a reference or
model for a restoration project. I would much appreciate receiving both photo from page
2 and we're happy to provide a photo credit when used in a powerpoint presentation.
Please don't feel bad about this photo used as you're not a mangrove ecologist. We've
seen IUCN, WWF, TNC, FAO etc... use similar poor planting practice photos in important
publications. The problem is the graphic designers, who do not understand mangrove
ecology, often select photos for publications, posters, websites etc....
As Alfredo mentioned we promote natural regeneration after addressing the causing
which are preventing recovery be it hydrology or social-economic issues of the exploiters
of the mangroves. We often need to remove or reduce human pressure which is much
more complicated than planting. But if planting is required please see our Golden Rule
guidelines attached.
Jim Enright.

On reading this, from those with obviously a bit more experience on mangroves
than ourselves, we conducted an immediate rewrite. See the original article on
page 3.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_7dee8226056e4e7aa923845716bb9589.pdf

Having read the article that you sent the link for in your last mail, I have actually changed
my mind about unsubscribing – should have read it first!! I am heartily tired of the
conflicting preaching and dictatorial approach (bordering on fascism in some cases!) of
many of the so-called green activists (notably at the moment Extinction Rebellion and
some Vegan groups) who completely fail to recognise that there are a multitude of
factors that need to be taken into account, not least the natural cycles of the planet. In
addition to that there are very few alternatives offered by them to replace all the activities
that we are told we must give up. It seems that the movement has been hijacked by a
middle class, moneyed hardcore who fail to recognise the day to day reality of life for the
majority of their fellow humans. All for reducing pollution and damaging actions, but
claiming that we can ‘stop’ climate change is reminiscent of poor old King Canute sitting
on the beach.
David Colborn.
The use of language is disappointing in that there seems to be a need to support and
further divisions in people by labelling as ‘right wing’ and ‘lefties’.
We’re all people and will all need to work together. Re-enforcing stereotypes will only
serve to entrench people in their behaviour and suspicions which will distract from the
common goal which surely must be unity to halt climate change.
It’s a pity because this undermines some very relevant observations.
John Davis

OK. We've done the rewrite, have taken on board what was said and have
modified the wording, or at least some of it.
We both listen to and appreciate all letters received. It's worth bearing in mind
however the world’s falling apart and whilst I very much agree we should all
unite and be pulling together, sadly too this is not always possible, particularly
when there are so many out there trying to drag us off the edge of a cliff.
I found it particularly ironical, when writing a paper on the follies of
conservation, I should have made such a monumental ****s up myself. But that
said you can often learn from simply by writing about something.
Over the past couple of months I have written about little else other than to give
yet more examples of what can only be described as bad conservation practices.
As a subject it's long overdue and I can't understand why I didn't put the damn
thing together decades ago. There are dubious practices in many and guises,
some are a bit more apocalyptic than others, but none we can be sure are for the
greater good.

The Hapless Conservationist – The final update at least for the time being.

The Hapless Conservationist - 50 Ways NOT to Save a Planet.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_55089e330f124763ab88feaff93ed2de.pdf
….........................................................................................................................................
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Another message from Beyond Pesticides.

Our trouble-maker-in-chief Jeffrey Smith has been offered a speaking slot at the Bayer
(Monsanto) shareholder’s upcoming annual meeting in Bonn, Germany (by stock owners
who are not happy). Because the company’s purchase of Monsanto devastated their
financial position and could threaten their very existence, the April 28th meeting is
expected to be widely covered by global media and watched closely by investors,
policymakers and corporate leaders. This is a perfect moment in time for Jeffrey to take
the stage and speak the truth.
Jeffrey tried to warn Bayer shareholders four years ago--on German TV and through an
open letter published on financial websites--about the enormous liabilities that will come
back to haunt Monsanto (or any company that buys them). As a leading investigator of
Monsanto’s dark dealings for nearly a quarter of a century, he sees right through their
PR talking points and knows “where the bodies are buried.”
The shareholders didn’t heed the warning, but will likely pay close attention now. As
predicted, the cancer link to glyphosate (Roundup) caused huge damage. Bayer may
have to pay out $12 billion in the settlement, they’re talking about having to sell off
assets to cover the bill, their stock price plummeted, and at the April 28th meeting, the
disgraced chairman of the board will step down.
Jeffrey’s presentation at that event will be far more than an "I-told-you-so". He has a
powerful new message and proposal we will share with you live from the event.
Help us take advantage of this unique opportunity, which can echo around the world.
Travel advisory: Of course if the virus status makes travel unsafe in late April, we will
not risk the trip. However, we have alternative plans to media with digital assets and
messages.
And for fun, tell us what you would want to tell Bayer (Monsanto) if you had a chance to
speak (or what a good protest poster might say.) You can reply to this email or post
comments on Facebook here.
https://www.facebook.com/responsibletechnology?
eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=14e240c5-9188-4e18-8ed9-ed9efcaa608c

Locusts – Our own sentiments are given below this story.
Panic in Marsabit as locusts threaten to devour farmlands

Mr Omar urged the government to declare the locust invasion a national disaster. He said the
insects are likely to spread across other parts of East Africa. More than 50,000 hectares of
farmland in Marsabit County face the threat of being decimated by desert locusts that have
continued to destroy vegetation cover.
The recent invasion by locusts that originated from the neighbouring counties of Wajir and
Mandera has sent more than 80 per cent of the county’s agro-pastoralist population into panic.
Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries executive Mohammed Omar told the Nation that the
locusts, which came into the county through Shurr, landed on at least six roosting zones
spreading over 70 kilometres from Qubi Qallo to Dogogicha in Sagante-Jaldesa.
While appealing for timely intervention by the national government, Mr Omar said the county’s
farmlands and pasture zones are at grave risk, noting that within 15 minutes of their landing at
Dogogicha, the insects had already decimated vast swathes of farmland. He said the devolved
unit is facing an acute shortage of spraying equipment and pesticides, adding that surveillance
and mapping of roosting areas to aid in spraying had already been done.
https://www.nation.co.ke/counties/marsabit/50-000-hectares-of-farmland-fall-on-locustspath/3444778-5407802-as3996z/index.html

Locusts – They have every God given right to be there!
Locusts have been around for a very long time. They play an extremely
important role and are an integral part of the ecology. They had them back in
the biblical days and as a species may they long be with us.
When they die, and they're only around for a few weeks as a flying insect, they
provide food for a whole range of species. Sprayed insects only go on to poison
everything that feeds on them.

Roy’s Pools Fish Passage and Floodplain Restoration Project Project Description
& Background
This project will remove the salmon migration barrier known as Roy’s Pools to create a
natural free-flowing channel without obstruction and expand the riparian corridor
upstream. Enhancements to improve salmon habitat will include large woody debris
structures, backwaters, and side channels. Riparian habitat restoration will include
expanding the riparian corridor, removing invasive plant species, and planting thousands
of native plants and trees. This project will replace the failing pedestrian bridge with a
new prefabricated bridge that will link trails and provide fish viewing over a wider, more
complex and stable creek channel.
In 1999, NOAA Fisheries developed designs for a series of pools composed of metal
sheet piles, concrete and large boulders to help get fish over the former Roy’s Dam.
This effort resulted in the Roy’s Pools structure we know today. Although the conversion
of Roy’s Dam to Roy’s Pools helped in getting adult fish over the dam, the Pools became
traps for young fish. Stagnant water in the pools created breeding sites for mosquitoes
and a home for invasive bullfrogs. In addition, the pools cut off access for young fish
moving upstream and downstream of the site.
In a collaborative effort beginning in 2012 with the Lee Family, the previous owners of
the former San Geronimo golf course, SPAWN secured grant funds to design a
functional restoration of the creek channel through the Roy’s Pools reach, where a
natural channel would replace the metal and concrete structures. In 2012, SPAWN
began the design process and hosted community meetings where neighbors gave input
on the project and toured the site with the engineering team.
Although this is a creek channel restoration project at the former golf course property,
this project is not a Trust for Public Land project and is not related to the visioning
process that the Trust for Public Land and Trout Unlimited are currently conducting. This
project was developed several years prior to the Trust for Public Land taking ownership
of the property.
https://seaturtles.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Roys-Pools-Fish-Passage-andFloodplain-Restoration-Project.pdf

Head of anti-bird poaching unit is also a trapper

The new head of the government’s anti-bird poaching unit is himself a bird trapper.
Richard Lia was appointed head of the Wild Birds Regulation Unit, Gozo Minister Clint
Camilleri, who is also a bird trapper, confirmed to Times of Malta. Mr Lia had previously
served as acting head following the resignation of Sergei Golovkin back in 2018.
Sources said Mr Lia had applied for a bird trapping licence while already employed at
the WBRU. Conservationists contacted by Times of Malta pointed out that this was a
departure from the practice of having either policy, or environmental protection experts in
charge of such units.
“This just goes to show that the first priority will be the interests of hunters and not
wildlife protection,” said Birdlife chief executive Mark Sultana, who added that the move
was “disheartening”. The WBRU was set up two months after the Labour Party was
voted into power back in 2013 on the promise that the government would work to ensure
the sustainability of local hunting and trapping.
It hit the headlines last month after Prime Minister Robert Abela announced his decision
to move the unit from the Environment Ministry to the Gozo Ministry. Conservationists
last week took to the courts in a bid to block the handing over of the government’s antipoaching unit to Mr Camilleri’s ministry.
This just goes to show that the first priority will be the interests of hunters and not wildlife
protection. According to the Environment Protection Act, the WBRU falls under the
Environment Ministry.
Asked about this, Mr Camilleri said “all necessary amendments are being done”. The
new head of the WBRU authored an undergraduate thesis which included “an
investigation of the underlying factors that lead to the shooting of protected birds in
Malta”.

His brother Joseph Lia is also employed at the WBRU despite the public service code
forbidding siblings from working in the same office. Asked about this, Mr Camilleri said
“when both were hired on the basis of their expertise, there was another head of the unit.
There is no violation of the public service code”.
Joseph Lia had been a council member of the hunters’ federation (FKNK) when he was
recruited by the WBRU. He resigned after his appointment. On behalf of the FKNK, he
had drawn up a proposal for a derogation (exemption) from the EU Birds Directive to
open a finch trapping season.
Once transferred to the bird protection unit, sources said he was tasked with assessing
his own proposal on behalf of government. One WBRU insider said there was a general
feeling of apathy within the unit, which had been the case for several months.
Last August, Times of Malta reported how most of the enforcement officers in the unit
had departed. The officers left the WBRU’s Specialist Enforcement Branch – which
reports crimes to the police – for other government entities without being replaced. This
had piled pressure on remaining staff who complained of not being able to adequately
help monitor the thousands of Maltese hunters. Birdlife Malta has repeatedly lamented
about the lack of enforcement which allows hunters to do as they please.
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/head-of-anti-bird-poaching-unit-is-also-atrapper.769411
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Pangolins.
They have been ripped from the wild, trafficked in greater quantities than any other
mammal on Earth. They are butchered at restaurant tables, served up as soup, and
their scales pulverised for potions masquerading as medicine.
With numbers haemorrhaging and populations plummeting, they’re hurtling towards
extinction with frightening rapidity.
And things just got worse. Because now some scientists are suggesting pangolins were
the intermediate host species that passed the coronavirus to humans. If this is
confirmed, people’s knee-jerk reaction may be to demonise pangolins - inspiring a
bloody backlash against a creature already at breaking point.
The real culprits - the criminal traders who systematically steal them from the wild and
pile them high in overcrowded markets - will get off unscathed, free to profit from the
slaughter of our precious wildlife.
We can’t let that happen. This has to end.
Fauna & Flora International.
….........................................................................................................................................

Humphrey

The Brighton 1980s Whale Demos – Were you there?

If you were there please get in touch. We're compiling a scrapbook of pictures.
Please write your thoughts about then and we will include them here and above
all send us your pictures. The more input and feedback we get the better the
finished article will be. In the link below is what we have so far.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_8b66e8621dda475cb4bed21c98102b5c.pdf

Coronavirus and the Environment - The pluses and the minuses.

A pollution map of China before and after the infection.

Face masks washing up on a Hong Kong beach.
Sad! The full stories below.
https://www.facebook.com/hongkongfp/videos/505039557066523/
https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/hong-kong-beachesand-nature-trails-littered-with-discarded-facemasks.html

George Useless - Waiving the plastic bag charge. What bloody good's that
gonna do!

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11223488/bag-charge-government-coronavirus-pressconference/

Hand Washes – Read what the main ingredient is.

A simple guide for avoiding palm oil.
Vegetable Fat, Vegetable Oil, Etyl Palmitate, Glycerin, Glyceryl, Hydrated Palm Glycerides, Octyl Palmitate, Palm Truit Oil,
Palm Kernel Oil, Palm Kernel, Palm Stearine, Palmate, Palmitate, Palmitic Acid, Palmitoyl Oxostearamide, Palmitoyl
Tetrapeptide-3, Palmity Alcohol, Palmolein, Sodium Kernelate, Sodium Laureth Sulfate, Sodium Lauryl Lactylate/Sulphate,
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate, Sodium Palm Kernelate, Stearate and Stearic Acid. Soya based lecithin's not exactly great either.

So many funny names, it's enough to confuse anyone, which of course they're
designed to do. Always check the ingredients and go for the sunflower, rapeseed, olive
or coconut oils instead. Remember generic Vegetable Oil has become the new whale
oil in as much as it's something we all need to very much avoid.
Compiled by Palm Oil Investigations.

Chinese food market where lethal virus originated sold live koalas to eat.

The seafood market where the deadly coronavirus originally spread was reportedly
selling live koalas, wolf pups, snakes, and rats to eat. The Huanan Wholesale Seafood
Market in China may have spread the virus Chinese officials reported on Wednesday. It
is believed the coronavirus was spread through the wet-market as close proximity
between animals and humans put individuals at risk of catching a disease.
"When you bring animals together in these unnatural situations, you have the risk of
human diseases emerging," Kevin Olival a disease ecologist at the EcoHealth alliance
told National Geographic.
According to the South Morning Chinese Post, the market sold a variety of wild animals
from civet cats to porcupines to beavers. The food menu shows a koala known in
Wuhan as a "live tree bears" sold for just NZD$15.
Following information that the Huanan wholesale seafood market was linked to the
spread of the deadly virus, China has since banned the sale of live animals in Wuhan,
reported Business Insider. As of Thursday morning, it's understood there have been 517
confirmed cases of the virus, with 17 people dying. Of those, 509 of the infected are
from China, as are all those killed.
The virus has so far infected people in China, while patients have been identified in
Taiwan, Japan, Thailand, South Korea and now potentially Australia. The virus is
believed to belong to the same group of coronaviruses as the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS), which killed nearly 800 people globally in a 2002-2003 outbreak.
That illness also began in China.
There is currently no vaccine for the virus, and officials are trying to understand how
efficiently it spreads to understand its potential threat.
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/world/2020/01/chinese-food-market-where-lethalvirus-originated-sold-live-koalas-wolf-pups-and-beavers-to-eat.html

Coronavirus and the Wildlife Trade Connection.
China – They're a nation that live like rats and then wonder why it is they've got
a problem.
The Chinese government knew the risks their animal markets were having
similar diseases had manifested themselves many times before, and yet they did
nothing to stop them. In fact they wilfully and positively promoted the practice
if anything creating the gravely serious problem the world is facing today.
I think there should be a huge worldwide tariff put onto all Chinese goods and
services, the proceeds from which could then be fed into a fund, whereby the
families and loved ones of coronavirus death victims could claim some kind of
financial settlement for the troubles they'd endured.
This is about the least they should face for their highly reckless acts. Why
should they get away with what they've done? But whatever the eventual
outcome they cannot be allowed the persona of none responsibility.
….....................................................................................................................................
BREAKING: Unbelievable!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

BREAKING: Unbelievable - Chinese Gov’t recommends injections containing bear
bile to treat coronavirus.

Despite a scientific consensus pointing to China’s wildlife trade as the most likely cause
of the coronavirus pandemic, the country’s Government is currently touting a treatment
containing bile milked from bears held in captivity.
Bile is a digestive fluid produced by the liver and stored in the gallbladder. It is harvested
using several techniques, all of which require some degree of invasive surgery.
EIA has learnt that in a published list of recommended treatments for coronavirus (aka
COVID-19), the country’s National Health Commission is promoting injections of a
traditional medicine treatment which contains bear bile ...
Environmental Investigation Agency.
https://eia-international.org/news/unbelievable-chinese-govt-recommends-injectionscontaining-bear-bile-to-treat-coronavirus/

….....................................................................................................................................

Beware! Email servers are censoring our emails.
In the guise of 'protecting' their users from spam they are blocking perfectly
good emails from ever reaching us. We've gathered evidence of this below.
`190-host alt2.gmail-smtp-in.l.google.com[64.233.177.26] said: 421-4.7.0 This message does not have
authentication information or fails to pass 421-4.7.0 authentication checks. To best protect our users from spam,
the 421-4.7.0 message has been blocked. Please visit 421-4.7.0
Your message has been rejected due to spam or virus classification. If you feel this is inapplicable, please report
the above error codes back to FPR@RX.T-ONLINE.DE to help us fix possible misclassification.
Your message couldn't be delivered because the recipient's email server (outside Office 365) suspected that
your message was spam. To fix this, try to modify your message, or change how you're sending the message,
using the guidance in this article: E-mailing Best Practices for Senders.

Orde auf Deutsch.
Die Annahme Ihrer Nachricht wurde abgelehnt, da sie als Spam oder Virus eingestuft wurde. Sollten Sie dies
als unzutreffend ansehen, senden Sie bitte obige Fehlercodes an FPR@RX.T-ONLINE.DE, damit wir die
Klassifizierung untersuchen koennen. Wir entschuldigen uns fuer etwaige Unannehmlichkeiten und bedanken
uns fuer Ihre Unterstützung!

It is an appalling situation when outside companies can interfere with our own
personal mail like this.

Meat & Dairy – Palm kernel animal feed and the Soil Association's letter.
Organic animal feed must be manufactured using ingredients of organic origin. Although
organic palm oil is not a common ingredient used for manufacturing organic animal feeds,
organic Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE) is used by some organic feed mills, which is a by-product
of the palm oil industry. There is a very limited amount of Organic Palm Kernel Expeller meal
on the organic market at present, and it is generally used in the manufacturing of feeds for dairy
cows. The expeller meal is what remains after the palm kernel has been crushed and the oil
removed. The organic supplies currently used by our licensees come from South America.
We don't directly certify any palm oil plantations. PKE is a useful ingredient to organic dairy
feed manufacturers because the residual palm oil provides an energy source and is helpful in
maintaining or improving milk butterfat. It is unlikely for PKE to be used in diets for pigs and
poultry because the oil is less suitable, and monogastric animals have a much more limited
ability to digest the high fibre in the rest of the meal.
One way in which we are addressing palm oil concerns at the Soil Association is through
building the market for alternatives. Through our Innovative Farmers programme we are
working to strengthen the market for homegrown organic protein feed. The aim of organic
standards is for organic livestock to be fed 100% organic grass, fodder or feedstuffs produced
from the same organic farm or region, which meet the nutritional needs of the animals at every
stage of their lives. Organic feed standards differ by livestock type, but to use cattle as an
example, cattle reared to Soil Association higher standards must be fed a grass-rich, GM free
diet (minimum 60% grass-based). ‘Zero-grazing’ - where cows are kept indoors and cut grass
or other feed, such as cereals and soya is taken to them - is banned by organic standards.
Organic cows must be at pasture whenever conditions allow – which amounts to over 200 days
on average per year. To assist with the circumstances under which organic farmers do need to
source additional feed, we are undertaking a field based trial through our Innovative Farmers
platform to develop a reliable system of growing homogenous, organic, high-protein crops
suitable for milling in to animal feed, and grow the market around these products. Our hope is
that by fostering such innovation and strengthening the market we can further reduce demand
for imported feed in the organic sector.
Any such organic palm oil derivatives that are used as ingredients by organic feed mills or
organic food processors must be certified as produced to organic standards by a reputable EU
based certification body. Our licensees are required to demonstrate this at annual inspections.
Although we do not directly certify any palm oil plantations ourselves, we accept the integrity of
properly monitored certification bodies who carry out checks at every point along the supply
chain. The green leaf symbol you see on all organic produce in Europe shows that it meets the
EU organic regulation. You can find a summary of what the EU standards guarantee here. At
the Soil Association we set our own higher standards in key areas including animal welfare,
environmental protection, safeguarding antibiotics and upholding organic values. We are
currently reviewing the Soil Association’s higher standards relating to land use change and
palm oil through an expert advisory group.
The Soil Association.

In other words the Soil Association has no plans for a ban. They're about as
helpful and committed as every other so-called conservation group. Absolutely
pathetic!

Chinese Scientist Who Edited Human Embryo Genes Sentenced to Three Years
I want to comment on the fact that the scientist in China who genetically engineered human
fetuses has been sentenced to jail for three years. He Jiankui was globally condemned when
he announced his experiments last November, fined about $430,000, fired from his job and is
under close scrutiny by the government. Now they have sentenced him to three years and the
court handed lower sentences to two men who conspired with him to carry out the experiments.
The court said, “They’ve crossed the bottom line in ethics and scientific research and medical
ethics.”’ The Chinese Academy of Scientists said, “Under certain under current circumstances,
gene editing in human embryos still involves various unresolved technical issues, might lead to
unforeseen risks and violate and violates the consensus of the international scientific
community.”
I just want to first point out that he actually got the research wrong. There’s a particular gene
that has a particular mutation that can prevent HIV. So he went in and targeted that gene. First
of all, he recruited seven heterosexual couples who wanted children where the men had HIV
and the women did not. Then, using a gene editing technique called CRISPR CAS 9, he
targeted the gene CCR5. And when he finally published the research, it turns out he did it
wrong or the CRISPR did not work correctly and it wasn’t the same mutation that happens
naturally, which results in immunity to HIV. Instead, it resulted in a new previously unseen edit.
As Professor Robin Lovell-Badge from the UK Sir Francis Crick Institute said, “There have
never been any studies on these specific mutations because they haven’t existed before. He
was very foolish. He thought he knew better, but the techniques are just not there yet to do
genome editing safely and efficiently.”
We know that gene editing is not sufficiently developed to do predictable and safe gene
mutations on humans, but we also know that it’s not predictable and safe to do gene editing on
anything without the possibility of unpredicted side effects. What had people up in arms was
that this was what’s called germline gene editing, meaning that the transformation he created
would be inherited by the offspring and the offspring’s offspring, etc… In other words, it
becomes a permanent part of the human gene pool and that’s what got everyone excited. The
secondary point was it didn’t work properly. Here’s the interesting thing: the Chinese Academy
of Sciences says, “The gene editing in human embryos involves unresolved technical issues,
leading to unforeseen risks, and violates the consensus of the international scientific
community.”
My question is – what about gene editing everything else in nature: bacteria, fungus, algae,
bees, trees, animals, fish? Everything else is up for grabs and it’s not safe and predictable. It
does lead to unpredicted side effects and becomes a permanent part of the gene pool. This is
kind of like a leftover of the old European view of nature as something to be subdued, managed
and manipulated at the whims of humans. We are now learning, with all the changes that
we’ve made in the environment and how it’s come back to bite us, that we live as part of an
ecosystem. And so the global outrage that occurred after this scientist announced that he had
edited the genome for humans has been silent related to the editing of all other creatures,
which is going on now.
Jeffrey Smith.
https://responsibletechnology.org/jeffreys-take-chinese-scientist-who-edited-human-embryogenes-sentenced-to-three-years/

Ways of speaking that really gets on my t*ts.
Four examples which immediately come to mind.
1) Normally used on the television these days by those who want to appear more
intelligent than they actually are. Every time a question is answered each reply is
delivered with a 'so.' What's all that about?
There's nothing at all wrong with. So what are you doing then? Or. So, after much
thought, we decided to do things differently.

It's just so, so, so, so, so, each and every time anything asked at all. It just shows a
lack of imagination more than anything else.
2) This one mainly found on Formula One, coined I believe by Lewis Hamilton, 'for
sure,' and emulated too by many of the other drivers, with their barest grasps of the
English language. “For sure,” “yes for sure” each and every time any of them speak.
What the hell's it about?
3) This comes into play every time there's a quotation mark found in a sentence.
There's a perfectly acceptable way of dealing with these and it's all about the
connotations in the voice.
Animal 'welfare' issues of abattoirs or perhaps a dubious parental relationship. Just
a couple of basic examples we'll use here.
These ….. 'welfare' rules you speak of. Or. These ….. 'fatherly' interests of yours.

A short pause followed by a slight emphases on the word itself is what's required.
It's eloquent and should be well practiced in everyday speak. None of this awkward
finger wiggling crap everyone does these days. It's simply the matter of knowing how
to voice a proper sentence.
4) The last one is the misuse of the word of. I should of. Or. I couldn't of. What's
actually being said of course is, I should have, and I couldn't have, shortened down to
've. If we're going to have shortened speak, and there's nothing at all wrong with it, it
could at least be properly spelt. I should 've. Or. I couldn't 've.
If we were never to shorten the language would lose its spontaneity but let's at least
get it right.

Last year Turtle Island Restoration Network and our supporters won a major victory for
critically endangered leatherback sea turtles after a federal district court ruled the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) violated federal law when it allowed longline
fishing off the coast of California.
But the fight isn’t over. In one short week our government will once again consider
authorizing longline fishing in the Pacific Ocean — despite this ruling against unlawful
attempts and a federal ban on longlines created in 2004 to protect sea turtles.
Will you sign our petition asking the National Marine Fisheries Service to stop
considering longline fishing in the West Coast once and for all?
https://act.seaturtles.org/page/17205/petition/1
Industrial longlines have been banned in West Coast waters for decades for a reason.
This horrific fishing gear floats horizontally in the ocean for up to 60 miles in length with
thousands of baited hooks which indiscriminately attract and kill anything that crosses
their path.
Critically endangered leatherback sea turtles are drowned and killed by longlines as
incidental bycatch. Entangled in fishing line or net, leatherbacks struggle to swim to the
surface to breath.
Because of its abysmal track record, these indiscriminate death traps have been banned
in California waters — until the Trump administration opened it back up via a regulatory
loophole called “exempted fishing permits.”
What’s worse – they were given full access to an otherwise restricted fishing area called
the Pacific Leatherback Conservation Area – a well-known ocean hotspot for leatherback
activity.
In December 2019, a federal district court ruled that the National Marine Fisheries
Service violated multiple federal laws when it issued these exempted fishing permits.
The court immediately vacated the permits, once again bringing the fishing industry back
into the realm of lawfully permitted activity.
But NMFS isn’t giving up, so neither can we. Now, they are pushing through another
attempt to open up longlining off the West Coast via exempted fishing permits. This
move is detrimental to not just leatherback sea turtles, but to the seals, sea lions,
whales, dolphins, coastal birds and other creatures that call these waters home.
Please add your name to our petition, asking NMFS to oppose any longline fishing off
the U.S. West Coast.
Ultimately, the fishing permit is illegal – please tell NMFS to abandon consideration of
the application at once.
Turtle Island Restoration Network

Climate Hustle 2: Rise of the Climate Monarchy.
https://www.climatehustle2.com/gallery/

Postponed owing to the virus.
….........................................................................................................................................

Kellogg's changes palm oil policy after sisters' petition.

Asha and Jia KirkpatrickImage copyright Harvinder Dhinsa Image caption

Two sisters have won a victory in their environmental campaign after a food giant agreed
to remove "unsustainable" palm oil from its products. Asha and Jia Kirkpatrick, aged 12
and 10 and from Bedfordshire, launched a petition after hearing about rainforest
destruction stemming from the industry.
Their mother said it was "positive" news but the girls would wait to see if the company
followed through. Kellogg's said it was committed to "environmentally responsible" palm
oil. Palm oil has been used in everyday products from toothpaste to margarine and
thousands of acres of Indonesian rainforest have been destroyed to create it. As a
result, some 25 orangutans are being killed every day, according to Greenpeace.
The girls, from Leighton Buzzard, started an online petition in August 2018, inspired by a
TV documentary, and it has since had more than 780,000 signatures. About 25
orangutans a day are being killed by the palm oil production process, according to
Greenpeace
Their mother Harvinder Dhinsa said it was "fantastic" Kellogg's had agreed to make
changes but the family would wait to see how the policies would work in practice. She
said: "I am very proud of them [the girls].
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-beds-bucks-herts-51551431

Sadly however the end result is a business as usual 'sustainability' hype
response. We just need to keep hammering and protesting for all the good it
seems to be doing. But we can't let 'em win.
….........................................................................................................................................

The values of Canada – La Valeurs du Canada. Let's say it as it really is.

Thanks to the members of Turtle Island Restoration Network, endangered sea turtles are
starting off the new year with good news!
A federal district court ruled in December that the National Marine Fisheries Service
failed to adequately analyze threats to critically endangered leatherback sea turtles
when it allowed longline fishing off the coast of California.
This means that the Trump administration violated the Endangered Species Act and the
National Environmental Policy Act in failing to consider the best available science on
impacts to leatherbacks.
The ruling responds to a lawsuit filed by Turtle Island Restoration Network and the
Center for Biological Diversity after the fishing permit issued in April exempted vessels
from the federal ban on longline gear off California.
Longlines stretch up to 60 miles, with thousand of baited hooks intended to catch
swordfish and tuna. The federal government banned the fishing method in 2004 to
protect endangered sea turtles; they become hooked while trying to take longline bait or
become entangled while swimming through the walls of nearly invisible lines and hooks,
which drown the turtles or leave them fatally injured.
The Trump administration essentially used a "secret back door" to try to push
commercial longline fishing into our waters, foregoing traditional environmental review.
The courts called them out, however, agreeing with us that this move violated multiple
federal laws and threatened the survival and recovery of Pacific leatherback sea turtles,
as well as other endangered species.
Despite a current political climate in which the executive branch is granted what seems
like unlimited discretion, our supporters and members came together and proved that no
one is above the law.
The court unambiguously stated that the agency failed to do its job and abide by
congressionally-passed environmental laws. This is an incredibly exciting win for us,
and for the vulnerable marine wildlife we fight to protect.
We look forward to this win propelling us into even more victories for the oceans! It is
indeed the year of the leatherback...
Annalisa Batanides Tuel
Turtle Island Restoration Network

TEK Elders will take government to court

Raymond Owl, one of the founding members of Traditional Ecological Knowledge Elders (TEK)
of the North Shore of Lake Huron, says they will be going to court to force the government to
live up to the promises made in the Robinson Huron Treaty of 1850. First Nations were
guaranteed the rights to hunt, fish, gather berries and use plant medicines, in traditional
territories. The Constitution Act of 1982 reaffirms those rights.
The elders contend these rights are being violated by the practice of aerial spraying that they
believe is damaging to plants, water, fish and animals. They are also concerned about the
harm to humans.
The TEK Elders website, www.tekelders.weebly.com, gives the best explanation of why they
are taking action.
“We are dependent socially, economically, spiritually and culturally on the health of the forest,
including the wildlife, plants, water and soil. In many areas, we cannot trust that the medicines
and foods we harvest are clean and uncontaminated. The aerial spraying of glyphosate
violates our treaty rights to the water and to hunt, fish, and gather berries and plant medicines
in our traditional territories. ”
The forestry companies, which are granted the right to spray clear-cut areas by the MNRF, use
a chemical called Vision, or Roundup. This glyphosate-based herbicide, made by Monsanto, is
used to kill those trees and plants that share the same area as newly planted jack pine and
spruce seedlings. It prevents the plant from making proteins that are needed for the plant to
grow. Those trees and plants targeted include poplar and birch trees, raspberry bushes and
fireweed. These species are fast growing and could overgrow the young seedlings, which
require a few years growth to survive.
Owl, who is also a member of Sagamok Anishinawbek First Nation, says the band chiefs have
tried to stop the spraying since the 1990s. They weren’t listened to. That is why the TEK
Elders decided to form their own group in 2014, by getting a few elders from each band to
participate, bringing with them their own ecological knowledge. The group is composed of
elders from 21 bands in the area ranging from North Bay to Sault Ste. Marie. Owl says they
have been working for five years to get aerial spraying stopped. Three years ago the group
was given the power to negotiate for the bands to stop the aerial spraying.

The TEK Elders have had meetings with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, and
local forestry company Eacom. They have also contacted Health Canada with their concerns.
Owl says when it comes to aerial spraying First Nations have never been consulted. He also
says the local MNRF prefers not to speak with First Nations about the spraying. He believes
their employees have been told not to communicate with them. The proof of First Nation claims
that glyphosate is harmful lies in the traditional knowledge of their environment, which goes
back 1,000 years.
Owl says it is practical, scientific knowledge that comes from first-hand experience and
observation. First Nations have enormous respect for their environment and all of the creatures
that are part of the ecological system. The knowledge gained from their environment is part of
their traditional teachings, which are passed on orally from generation to generation. This
innate understanding of ecological relationships, also includes an understanding of the
behaviour of environmental contaminants. They took notice of the environmental changes that
have been taking place on their lands since aerial spraying started over 43 years ago.
Owl says the elders know that by killing these plant species the animals, birds and insects that
would normally exist in companionship with them also tend to disappear. One species that
depends on poplar for their survival is the beaver. It’s their main food source. “Beavers need to
eat every day because their teeth grow constantly.”
If they don’t have the trees to chew on, the teeth grow too long, lock up and the beaver dies.
He also mentioned that where jack pine and spruce are planted, “bear, rabbit and porcupine
won’t live in there.”
One of his main concerns is the bees that pollinate all growing plants. “Our food chain starts
with this tiny insect.” In the bush the bees pollinate the blueberry bushes, one of the main food
sources for bears. “When there are no blueberries, the bears come into the villages looking for
something to eat. In July, there is nothing to harvest. The bears become a nuisance. Their
food sources are being taken away.” Owl says he does not want to see one plant in the forest
poisoned. First Nations are dependent on the health of the forest.
“Everything is there for a reason. Every plant is a medicine of some kind, or you can eat it.”
The elder says he has participated in protests, been to Ottawa and Queen’s Park, and talked
with local like-minded politicians, and chiefs from across Ontario. He has tried being diplomatic.
Now he says, “We’re done. We’re done waiting; done playing.”
With the help of Stephen O’Neill, a lawyer and retired judge, the TEK Elders are planning on
suing the federal government. Owl believes that pressuring the federal government should
force the provincial government to listen as well.
“They have violated the treaty. The Crown is only a trustee for the land.”
Information on how they intend to proceed will be announced in the next few weeks.
https://www.midnorthmonitor.com/news/local-news/tek-elders-will-take-government-to-court

As you read these words, an island of just 5,000 people is gearing up to battle a
worldwide fish farm bully.
The Scottish Salmon Company plans to surround Scotland’s picturesque Isle of Arran
with a grotesque super-sized salmon farm.
Without your help, this toxic factory farm could fill the crystal-clear waters with dead fish
and feces. Seals that get too close could be shot, and ear-splitting sirens could be setup to drive them away from their home.
….........................................................................................................................................

Beware! Email servers are censoring our emails.
In the guise of 'protecting' their users they are blocking emails from even
reaching us. We've gathered evidence of this below.
`190-host alt2.gmail-smtp-in.l.google.com[64.233.177.26] said: 421-4.7.0 This message
does not have authentication information or fails to pass 421-4.7.0 authentication
checks. To best protect our users from spam, the 421-4.7.0 message has been blocked.
Please visit 421-4.7.0
Your message has been rejected due to spam or virus classification. If you feel this is
inapplicable, please report the above error codes back to FPR@RX.T-ONLINE.DE to
help us fix possible misclassification.
Your message couldn't be delivered because the recipient's email server (outside Office
365) suspected that your message was spam. To fix this, try to modify your message, or
change how you're sending the message, using the guidance in this article: E-mailing
Best Practices for Senders.

Now for something completely different. No-one can say we don't allow all
persuasions a place on the platform!
“History would be a wonderful thing – if it were only true.” — Leo Tolstoy

Chugging through America’s atherosclerotic rail artery. As I tap this Mrs. L and I are all aboard
the Amtrak regional to the sump pump of the swamp, Washington DC. We just pulled out of
Penn Station, the most antiquated and anachronistic and antediluvian and ossified and
concretized shithole of shitholes. A virtual human detritus arcade. The tabernacle of the
psychiatrically bereft. The cathedral of Black Belt crackers. An assault on the olfactories. My
God, what have I done! (Echoing Byrne.) Shoeless, toothless, senseless, reality-less urchins
and spent souls, tattered and distraught while discarded. Mumbling nonsensical threats and
belches through teeth like piano keys, a 10-year-old scruff, watery eyes and breath that could
smelt ore. God’s children perhaps but transient nightmares. The travelers’ trauma. The
commuters’ Cuckoo’s Nest. And Amtrak “police” do nothing, these fat sloths and tenterbellied
oafs grazing about waiting to retire. Every conceivable loon and batshit crazy ambulatory schiz
scaring the shit out of the innocent tourist is here. You can always tell the hardcore New Yorker
who will not so much as shift a smidgeon of their atomic footprint, not one molecule or neuron
firing recognition or acknowledgement as some demented vagrant voice-farts something about
a dollar, coffee or Edward Witten’s hypotheses on supersymmetry. Ah, New York. Meanwhile
the meanest, nastiest, rudest Amtrak . . . get this . . . CUSTOMER SERVICE agent greets us.
CUSTOMER SERVICE?! Bwahahaha! This guy makes Ed Gein look like Robert Q. Lewis
and, no, I have no idea what that means. Ah, Penn Station. The depot time forgot. The
posterchild of the decline of infrastructure. While China and virtually every developmentally
relevant society rolls out the latest in locomotion from Maglev to HyperSpace to
InterDimensional whatever we’ve got Floyd Smoot and the Cannonball. But when you have to
peregrinate to Swamp City DC, it’s the best ticket in town. Amtrak, Hunter Biden’s quarry and
Creepy Joe’s mark. Amtrak, the apex of American locomotion and travel. And have you ever
been in a Club Acela? Egad! You can luxuriate in a place that’s a cross between an ICE
Detention Center and a Super 8 lobby. To be sure, they don’t let just anyone greet Acela dupes
conned into this First Class dreamscape, no siree, Bob. Nope, they get the best to man the
front desk. Think rejects from a Tilt-A-Whirl midway concession in Dothan. We’re talking
rough. Enough with that, now the critical data.

Donald Trump is a genius. Not just a stable one. Just a bona fide genius. There appears to be
in fact and on display a Trump Doctrine. And with 292 days until the election this is not good
news for the intellectually disaffected Dems, Never Trumpers and terminally-afflicted TDS
livestock. This is the worst of news for these miserable naysayers without a plan, hope, vision,
dream . . . name it. These are very bad times. The worst of times. His latest brilliance was on
full display last eve in Milwaukee, site of the Demoncratic National Convention in July. From
the moment he hit the stage until he walked off 90 minutes later (with no water sippage, no can
breaks . . . is he running a Foley, for Chrissake?) he had them in the palm of his hand and he
was again masterful and how this must gripe their arse, those rancid Dems.
‘O Sole Mio’s dead and no one gives a shit. You know it’s true. Casey Kasem Salami was
surgically dispatched and evaporated over a flame, hit by a missile with a precision that knows
no equal. Meanwhile, Iranian geniuses blew out of the sky innocent passengers on a Ukrainian
flight. Whoops. And have you heard this tack? While this story was being reported those
quisling bastards at NPR went overtime reminding the world of how American error blew out of
the sky an Iranian passenger plane in 1988. Can you believe these vermin? Stick to the point,
Ayatollah Assahollah. Focus on your own Iranian numbnuts (cf. Deez Nuts) and targeting
morons who are confounded by innocents on regulated flight paths. And here’s the best part,
Demoncrats, unable still to even approximate a message, are now demanding to know the
particular bases of definitional parameters of the imminent (not eminent) threat POTUS
employed in assessing the threat posture of this (now) grease spot. They’re simply
unbelievable.
Rerun of Season One. Have you heard the latest iteration of Russia, Russia, Russia, the
Russophobic Kremlin-bashing redbaiting Cold War carping, bleating, barking seal circus act
and feigned histrionics? Oh, you did, huh? Then explain it. Go ahead, we’ll wait. But let me
save you some time. It’s in fact what is blatantly, nakedly and obviously a limited hangout in
preparation for and anticipation of something tastily nasty from perhaps the illegally confined
Assange and his merry band of WikiLeaker prankster journos laying the groundwork to expose
and (if there’s a Gawd) indict Creepy Joe et fils. Remember, the Ukrainian subject model will
prove to be the most incomprehensibly stupid move when Poor Ol’ Pelosi allowed her misfits to
run roughshod: So where are they now? At what stage do they enjoy? Reruns. Season One.
Back to the drawing board. The impeachment, fraud, Ukraine and Obstruction of Whatever
slumgullion gumbo accusation they’ve mixed together yet again. If it weren’t so tragic and
pathetic, it would be (as the kids say) hilarious. And look at who’s pushing this yarn. Yep, the
usual suspects. Seriously, no need to even comment here. Trust me.
What the hell happened to these folks, Sparky? #FoxNews has become museum quality
paleoconservatism without the paleo or the conservatism. It's maundering populism couched in
celebratory echolalia. Tried, spent and prime for displacement by the new, bold and fearless
truth warrior. Think I'm kidding? These folks keep regurgitating the same rote presentation
with a ball-less vim, scaredy-cat approximations of real critical news that would wow the
masses and (as we say in West Tampa say) KNOCK THEIR D-CK IN THE DIRT. Why must
news be so boring? Trite and manicured and trimmed and leveled and beveled to fit in a nice
carrying case, free of the sharp edges that excite and incite and invite. Will someone please
tell me! My colleagues from heritage talk radio are like the Japanese soldier who doesn’t know
the war’s over. It’s not 1988. No more Rush wannabes. No more headline rippers. Please,
not for our sake but for yours, wake up and grow up. This is serious bidness, Sparky.

There’s a simple reason why #Megxzit captivates me. Because I love to see these inbred
homozygotes fail, screw up and plummet to dirt where they belong. Harry turned out to
redefine schmuckhood when he hooked up with this viper, Double-M. Dear Gawd, terminally pwhipped. Maybe it was part and parcel of his self-destructive tack perhaps over the fact that he
never bought the fantasy that his Mum was killed in a tragic “accident.” Especially with beadyeyed amphibian (not full-reptile yet) Phil lurking in the background. Watch. After a short spell,
he’ll divorce MM and crawl back to the Royals, shorn, shot and shat on.
Lionel’s Pop-Up Road Show Invades Again. Take note. On January 22, Wednesday, 2020 CE
from 6-8:30 PM ET in Amenia, NY, as in Dutchess County, I’ll be laying out the groundwork to
the success and triumph of this noble republic via my blockbuster, sui generis, nonpareil and
simply off-the-chain (out)spoken word presentation (others would call it “stand up,” never I) as
spellbound diners howl with delight. The place is Monte’s Local Kitchen & Tap Room. Here are
the details. But arrange now your schedule. Hie! Seats are limited and fire marshal rules limit
human cacophonies in extreme. TICKETS HERE
How do I follow this Lionel feller? Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, the Lionel Media website and
browse the merchandise, memorabilia and marketing available at the Official Lionel Nation
Gear Store and above all, the Lionel Nation YouTube Channel where we engage in immersive,
totally interactive live stream broadcasts twice daily. It leaves antediluvian talk radio in the dust.
Where it shall remain. And when it comes to the moiety of the team, Mrs. L can be followed
thusly on Twitter. Please also refer to Mrs. L's Focus on Human Trafficking channel. Please,
watch her video with an emergency room pediatrician; it’s simply chilling.
Lionel

You may not agree with everything here but it sure makes for some good
reading.
….........................................................................................................................................

Voltarol: Active ingredient diclofenac. Highly toxic and not only to Vultures.
https://worldcowgirl.wordpress.com/2011/07/15/in-india-cattle-and-the-vulture-crisis/

Thanks to lobbying from them, diclofenac is now in widespread use as a
veterinary drug throughout the EU., knowingly endangering its Southern
European vulture populations. This company still continues with its TV. ads. so
please write to them even thought you may've done so several times before.

The tell-tale signs of diclofenac poisoning, the head hanging from its
drooping neck. A magnificent bird reduced to this pitiful state

http://www.bing.com/images/search?
q=vultures+dying+from+diclofenac+poisoning&FORM=HDRSC2

Please click onto this link, download this image and send it to. Now owned by
GlaxoSmithKline. Please write to: community.partnerships@gsk.com; medinfo.uk@novartis.com
Each and every time you see this worthless piece of hype on the television send it
over to them and let's shame them off the box.
http://raptorpolitics.org.uk/2015/03/12/another-mass-poisoning-of-vultures-in-asia-atleast-20-himalayan-griffon-vultures-dead-in-india/
The VCF and its partners have been working on anti-poisoning activities, campaigns and
programmes in Europe. Please check the link below for more details.
http://www.4vultures.org/our-work/anti-poisoning/international-workshop-african-vulturespoisoning/

Concluding: We print any letters here from all sides of both arguments. So long
as it's relevant to the subject matters and provided it's not obscene we will print
it. If you disagree with anything that's been said, please write in. This is a
public arena so please feel free to have your say. Contact details will always be
withheld.

For details of other campaigns please visit http://cates1980.wixsite.com/cateswebsite
and go through the Projects pages.

CATES1980

